Real Time Finger Counting and Virtual Drawing Using Color Detection and Shape Recognition
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Abstract— In this paper we have provided a cheap method for counting open fingers and virtual drawing in real time using color detection and shape detection algorithms. These algorithms don’t require training and database. Our method for finger counting detects the circular markers having a specified color visible on the inner side of the fingers by using color detection and shape recognition operations on the real time captured image and then counts the markers visible. The count can be further used as an input for other medium using communication methods. Different schemes are also defined using the combination of colors and hands used to generate desired output signals. The method devised for virtual drawing detects the circular specific colored marker on a stylus or finger using color detection and shape recognition. The position of the marker is marked and then plotted using the points marked in the previous frames which results in the pattern tracking the marker’s movement. The development of both applications is done using Matlab as the developing environment using a normal A4-Tech webcam and run on Dell latitude D630 laptop with Intel® Core™2 Duo processor, Ram 2.00GB.
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I. Introduction
Real time color detection and shape recognition are the basic algorithms which have provided the basis for other complex algorithms [9] [13]. Most of the applications in color detection and shape recognition are derived employing these algorithms. These algorithms can be used individually or as a part of some other algorithms. This allows us to make an accurate detection with very low probability of background interference in the real world environment. The applications we are proposing are real-time finger tracking, counting and virtual drawing. Hands acts as a natural interaction device for everyday interaction with our environment therefore researchers are trying to use hands as an input medium for digital applications [15]. Many companies are now days using human machine interaction in their products such as Kinect [5] by Microsoft to be used for playing interactive games on Xbox 360, Eye- Toy[6] is a product by Sony used to play interactive games on play station 3, multi-touch devices like Microsoft Surface, iphone [7] and Samsung galaxy [8] series utilizes human touch as an interactive medium. The applications are developed using Matlab [1] and normal webcam on a dell latitude D630 laptop with a 2GHZ Intel® Core™2 Duo processor. The key features of this algorithm are that it doesn’t require training and data base.

II. Background
The finger tracking and counting [2] [10] plays a significant part in the field of human-machine interaction [19]. Hand is the most employed in gesture as shown in the survey [22] which can display nonverbal human messages which have a major role in our human society. Vision based [18] hand gesture recognition is performed either by 3d model based or appearance based [25]. This task has been achieved using hand detection techniques and applying convex hull effects on it [2]. Using the human hand as an input-device is the region of great interest after the first Virtual/Augmented Reality (VR/AR) application was developed [13]. Many hand gesture input devices have also been developed in these years such as Cyber Glove 2 [23] and IGS-190 [24]. Cyber Glove 2 [23] utilized proprietary resistive bend-sensing technology to accurately transform hand and finger motions into real-time digital joint-angle data. Ultrasonic sensors with other sensors are also used to recognize gestures by computing propagation, reflection, speed of time and triangulation [25]. The system used for detecting hands and fingertip in [14] utilized infrared cameras to segment skin region from background pixels using a template matching approach was unable to provide precise fingertip position data. In [15] hand tracking is done using a multicolored glove which covered the whole hand with color patterns using two Point Grey Research Dragonfly camera with a 4mm lens that captures 640 × 480 video at 30 Hz. Various challenges [22] regarding gesture recognition are faced such as cost, speed, reliability and the presence of intuitiveness in hand gestures. In [16] Marker based motion capture required reflective markers or LED’s and high cost cameras. The system provided accuracy at high system cost. In [20] more than 100 research papers on the topic of HCI (Human Computer Interaction) were reviewed and suggested the use of many sources of gesture to be incorporated
cohesively for effective HCI. Summarized review of 130 research papers have been given in [21] which is discusses techniques such as tracking, pose estimation and recognition. The virtual drawing is the method of writing or drawing objects without touching any input devices. This application gives an opportunity to the person to express his feelings without using any hard medium. It can help in generating a better flow in human writing. Virtual drawing [4] has picked fame recently by the introduction of high tech input devices like the Kinect [5]. [11] Does hand tracking for vision based drawing using Kalman filtering least squares fingertip fits but it requires a solid surface to be drawn. In [12] virtual drawing is being performed without need of any solid background but the drawing itself is not done by tracking the fingers instead it locates hand position as a human's upper arm and lower arm have consistent length and approximate locations of finger and elbow form two spheres with constant radii. Then from the previously tracked body points spheres are constructed computing the 3D position of the elbow and fingers and are plotted together to form lines

### III. Real Time Finger Counting

#### A. Methodology

The task is done using color detection as its base. The experimental setup requires a webcam, pc and circular shape color markers. The markers are placed ingeniously in top center of each finger so that the closing and opening action of the fingers can be interpreted accurately. When a finger is open the marker is visible and gets detected by color detection algorithm [3]. The total number of detected markers gives the finger count. When a finger is closed the marker gets hidden inside the palm and there is no detection. The markers can also be round shaped color stickers which temporarily stick or custom made gloves having the circular color markers printed on the inner finger sections.

#### B. Algorithm

It detects and count blue color markers visible on the finger tips as under. The algorithm contains the following detailed steps:

**Step 1: Image Frame Capture**

The image is capture via a standard A4 tech webcam. The webcam keeps on functioning until 200 frames are captured because of the memory buffer capacity.

**Step 2: Color Subtraction**

The specified blue components are subtracted from the gray scale component of the captured image. This forms the basis of color detection by giving us an image containing only blue color components.

**Step 3: Filtering**

Median filter is applied on the blue components. Median filter is used to filter unwanted noise components found in nature e.g. salt and pepper noise it works on dividing the image into 3-by-3 group pixels. It works by taking median of every pixel group and then replacing all pixels in the groups with the median of the respective groups.

**Step 4: Image Conversion**

Then we convert the filtered image into binary image at a specific threshold found by experimentation. This increases the accuracy and the speed of the system by giving is it less and appropriate information to process.

**Step 5: Binary Area Operation**

All the pixel groups fewer than 300 pixels are removed by merging them with their neighboring groups so the unwanted blue components are irradiated.

**Step 6: Image Labeling**

Group pixel components are then being labeled so they can be individually processed for required properties extraction.

**Step 7: Information Extraction**

The bounding box, eccentricity and the centroid information of each of the labeled group pixel component are calculated. The visual marking and further processing can be easily done.

**Step 8: Circle Detection**

Image eccentricity is multiplied by 100 for better range and then compared with a fix value so that is if the value of eccentricity is less than 90 then it is considered as a circle else the group is ignored.

**Step 9: Visual Marking**

Visual marking is done for visual aid on the selected groups using the previous calculated coordinate and marked on the original RGB image.

**Step 10: Finger Counting**

The number of pixel groups is counted giving an interpretation of number of fingers kept open.

**Step 11: Display**

The finger count is given as the output on screen which can be used for further application using serial or parallel communication.

#### C. Usage Scheme

This system can be used as a sub system for many hardware and software systems for control signal generation. It can generate five control signals if used as single hand scheme and can generate ten and twenty-five signals if used as single color pair hands scheme and dual color pair hand scheme respectively.

1) **Single Hand Scheme**

In single hand scheme the user only uses single hand and single color for the markers are used. Maximum five control signals can be generated using this scheme. Single hand scheme is comparatively more accurate and fast than pair hand scheme as the less processing power is required.
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2) Single Color Pair Hands Scheme

In single color pair hands scheme both hands are given the same color for the markers. We can use the counting technique to generate 10 signals.

3) Dual Color Pair Hands Scheme

In dual color pair hands scheme both hands are given the different colors for the markers. We can use the counting technique to generate 35 signals that is 5 signals by are generated for individual hands and 25 signals are generated when both hands are used. Dual color pair hand scheme though generates comparatively higher amount of control signals but it’s also comparatively slow and inaccurate than the above two methods as more processing power is required.

iv. Real Time Virtual Drawing

A. Methadology

The setup requires a webcam, pc and color marker circular in shape which is placed ingeniously on the index finger so that the finger can be used as a pointer for drawing and by closing the finger the pen mode can be deactivated. When the marker is visible it gets detected by using color and shape detection and other elements of the same color are ignored. The markers can be of round shape color stickers which temporarily stick on the fingers or a custom made gloves. The circular color marker is printed on its inner finger section or a stylus can be used with a circular tip.

B. Algorithm

The algorithm contains of the following steps with details. It is used to detect the blue round marker and to draw with respect to its movement.

Step 1: Image Frame Capture

The image is capture via a standard A4 tech webcam. The webcam keeps on functioning until 200 frames are captured because of the memory buffer capacity.

Step 2: Color Subtraction

The specified blue components are subtracted from the gray scale component of the captured image. This forms the basis of color detection by giving us an image containing only blue color components.

Step 3: Filtering

Median filter is applied on the blue components. Median filter is used to filter unwanted noise components found in nature e.g. salt and pepper noise it works on dividing the image into 3-by-3 group pixels and then taking median of every pixel groups and then replacing all pixels in the groups with the median of the respective groups.

Step 4: Image Conversion

Then we convert the filtered image into binary image at a specific threshold found by experimentation. This increases the accuracy and the speed of the system by giving is less and appropriate information to process.

Step 5: Binary Area Operation

The pixel groups fewer than 300 pixels are removed by merging them with their neighboring groups so the unwanted blue components are irradiated.

Step 6: Image Labeling

Group pixel components are then being labeled so they can be individually be processed for required properties extraction.
Step 7: Information Extraction
The Eccentricity and the centroid information of each labeled group pixel component are calculated so the visual marking and further processing can be done.

Step 8: Circle Detection
Eccentricity is multiplied by 100 for better range and then compared with a fix value that is if the value of eccentricity is less than 90 then it’s considered as a circle else the group is ignored.

Step 9: Plotting
The point location is marked on the white screen using the centroid information and it is joining with the point found in the previous frame this way drawing is done by joining the point of current frame with the points of previous frames

v. Experimental Setup

In the experiment an A4 tech webcam was connected to a Laptop via USB cable. The algorithm was run under dark and light backgrounds which were at 40 inches from the camera. The tests were observed at different distance of the markers from the camera. It was observed that the accuracy of detection decreased as the distance between the camera and the marker increased.

A. Software Implementation Results for Finger Counting & Virtual Drawing
The algorithms were implemented using MATLAB [1] for a video stream of 200 frames at a video frame grab interval of five frames. The algorithm failed completely after a distance of 20 inches from the camera in both backgrounds. It was also observed that the speed of detection depended on the processing device speed. The accuracy in detection was also affected when the hand was at an angle or the fingers were joined together. In virtual drawing it was observed that the range of detection can be increased by increasing the marker size but the control of drawing was limited causing rough edges in drawing which can be smoothen by increasing the processing device speed.
In this paper we have used color detection and shape recognition to perform finger counting and virtual drawing showing average result in return of simple algorithm. Color and hand schemes can provide an extension of output signals. It has been found that if a non rare color like light green is use so the probability of color matching in background becomes very less. The system is cheap and to run requires only one camera with a normal use laptop. The system can be used as a subsystem in many applications and can be connected to external hardware using communication mediums.

VI. Conclusion

In this paper we have used color detection and shape recognition to perform finger counting and virtual drawing showing average result in return of simple algorithm. Color and hand schemes can provide an extension of output signals. It has been found that if a non rare color like light green is use so the probability of color matching in background becomes very less. The system is cheap and to run requires only one camera with a normal use laptop. The system can be used as a subsystem in many applications and can be connected to external hardware using communication mediums.
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